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INTRODUCTI ON

The problem uf recurrent cycles in the production and prices
of various agricultural commodities and livestock. along with the
consequent distortion of optimal resource

allocation and inefficiency,

forms the basic framework of this paper.
Specifically, the objective of this study is to develop a recur
sive sy�tem of equations which will explain a rrlajor part o! the varia
tion in price and production levels for the hog industry.
such a rnodel will be e rldent

as

The value of

an explanation of the structural behavior

of the hog cycle and al9 an aid in accurate forecasting.
The cobweb the::;rern, which is hypothesized a9 the theoretical
explanation of the hog-cycle, will be discussed in the first chapter of
this thesi�.
l!"'ollowing a review of the origin, assumptions, limitations, and
criticisms of the cobweb theorem in Chapter I, the second chapter will
describe specific applications of the theorem to certain agricultural
commodities an-:l livestock.

In addition, major studies, conducted by

prominent agri('\lltural economists and statieticians, will be reviewed
as background for the revised model developed in the latter part of this
paper.

"

The third chapter will be devoted to a brief explanation of
Harlow's original model and a description oi the variables and sources
of data used in the revised model.
After introducing Hadow' s \HiGin.:-..l recursive model, Chapter
IV presents a discusidon of the expc.:ctt:d results along with supplemen
tary material.

Immediately following the expected results, Chapter

V presents the fitted regression sy:.;tem.

The actual results are ex

plained by a series of summary tables for each equation in the syste1·n.
Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the major results, and draws
conclusions and implications from this study.

As will be evident to

the reader, the problem of uncertainty, resulting from unpredictable
prices and quantity fluctuations,will also be considered in terms of
recommendation!! advanced by prominent economists.

vi

CHAPTER I

A REVISION O F HARLOW'S RECURSIVE COBWEB MODEL FOR
THE HOG INDUSTR Y FROM 1960 TO 1968.

The Origin, Underlying Assumptions, and
Limitations of the Cobweb Theorem
Disequilibrium, rather than equilibrium, characterizes the
actual state of affairs in most markets of a private enterprise economy.
A state cf equilibriun'1 specifies the condition under which wants and
scarcity are precisely balanced by the market mechanism; while disequilibrium or instability impliea that adjustn1ents are not rapidly
occuring in re sponse to changing market conditions.

This

concept

appears to be valid, considering the fact that some disturbances persist for long periods of time before an equilibrium is attained, or con
tinue indefinitely without ever reaching a stable equilibrium. 1
.ilecurrent cyclical fluctuations in the prices and production of
certain agricultural commodities or livestock have been recognized
for more than fifty years, but the mechanism responsible for this behavior was not explained until three economists from Italy, Holland,
and the United States independently form.uiated a theoretical explana-

-2tion.

Due to the appearance of its graphical pattern,

necting associated price and supply points,

formed after con-

thie theoretical explanation

was termed the ''Cobweb theorem."
While the Cobweb theorem was originally expounded in
H. Schultz,

J. Tinbergen, and

Hcatione by Moore,

Hanau,

O.

Leontief,

Kaldor,

the Cobweb theorem did not appear until

1938,

Frisch,

when Mordecai Ezekiel

which reflect changes in

tastes and incomes; and by shifting supply curves,

process,

2

as!lociated with the Cobweb

are caused by shifting demand curves,

in technology and resource limitations.

and Ezekiel

The classic paper on

aesumptions, and limitations.

Dynamic states of cyclical behavior,
model,

by

Ricci, subsequent research and pub-

served to clarify and strengthen the theorem.

presented its orig\n,

1930

which reflect changes

As a result of this continuing

3

price and output levels may fluctuate widely over time.

According to Cochrane,

the Cobweb theorem is a semi-dynamic

type of supply and demand analysis which has been applied to selected agrlcultural commodities and livestock. Two central concepts relating to supply
over tin-1e must be recognized. First,

a supply relation must exist which

describes planned production at various prices or, in other words,

a

schedule of intentions to produce. Secondly, there must be a supply function to indicate quantities available for market at various prices. Since
it is assumed that most farm products are perishable and storage facilities are relatively scarce,
curve,

the latter supply function or market eupply

must be highly inelastic with respect to price changes.

4

-3-

Assuming the basic concepts previously discussed, the three
original theorists each presented an analytical model.

Schultz was the

first to formulate a simple model of the convergent case, while
Tinbergen and Ricci presented complete models of the convergent, con
tinuous, and divergent types.

The three theorists, however, failed to

recognize the broade-: relationship of the Cobweb theorem to economic
theory in general.

Since the theory was formulated, it has remained

subatantially unchanged in the form stated by its originators.

5

Before introducing the three cases, it is necessary to review
the following required conditions:

(1) Production must be solely deter

mined by producers' responses to price under conditions of pure com
petition; (2) Production plans are formulated on the basis of continued
price levels, and on the assumption that these plans will not materially
affect the market; (3 ) The time required for production is set and cannot
be varied for a minimum of one period after definite plans have been
formulated; and (4) Price is determined by the available supply. 6
After reviewing the underlying theoretical assumptions, three
distinct cases of the Cobweb theorem will be defined and described in
terms of the elasticity relationship of supply and demand.

T hey are

claasified as being either the continuous, convergent, or divergent
types.

For purposes o! illustration, each case will also be presented

graphically.

The models and associated explanations were obtained

from Agricultural Price Analysis, by Geoffrey Shepherd, a noted

-4-

economist in the field of agricultural marketing and price policy.
The first pattern to be reviewed is the continuous case shown in
Figure 1-1 below.

p

FIGURE l-1

Q/ U.T

0.1

CONTINUOUS CASE OF THE COBWEB THEOREM

Assunling a large quantity, '4 , in the initial period, a relatively
1
low price, P ' is detern1ined at the point of intersection with the demand
l
curve.

This low price, at its intersection with the supply curve, induces

a relatively short supply, o2, in the second period.

Since tho c1hort s up

ply intersects the demand curve at a high price, P 2, it consequently
causes an increase in production to a3, with its corresponding low price.
P 3, in the third period.

As shown in Figure 1-1, price in the third

period, P3• is identical to the original price in the !irst period, P1.

Thus,

production and prices in subsequent time periods can be expected to follow
this continuous pattern.

-5-

A continuo•.ie rotating pattern will be present only as long as price
is completely determined by current supply, and supply is completely
determined by the preceding price. Fluctuations in price and output will
continue in this pattern indefinitely, unless disturbed by outside influences,
without an equilibrium ever being attained. In this case, the demand
curve is the exact reverie of the supply curve, so that at their overlap
each has the same absolute elasticity value.

7

When the elasticity of supply is greater than the elasticity of
demand, cyclical reactions fit the divergent case shown in Figure 1-2.
Assuming a moderately high le,rel of o�tput in the first period, o , and
1
its associated price, P 1, the second period exhibits

a

slightly reduced

supply level, o , with its correspondingly higher price, P • As a re
2
2
sult of the higher price, supply increases substantially to Q 3 , followed
by a reduction in price to P3• This ie followed by a sharp decline in
supply to 04, and a higher price, P4, in the fourth period.

The process

of expanding supply or output continues in subsequen� period11, assuming
the previous conditions. Thus, the situation may grow increasingly unstable until price falls to absolute zero, or production is discontinued,
or until the amount of available resources is exhausted.

8
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FIGURE 1-2
DIVERGENT FLUCTUATIONS UNDER THE COBWEB THEOREM

If the reverse situation occurs, where supply is less elastic than
demand, the convergent pattern illustrated in Figure l-3 appears.

As-

suming a large supply in the initial period, a1, and its associated low
price, Pl' a very short qupply, o2 , and high price, P2, can be expected
in the second period. · As a result, production expands to o , in the third
3
period, and becomes moderately lower than the first period.

A reduction

in supply, o4, with its corresponding price, P4 , is called forth in the
next period.

Continuing periods of price and output fluctuations cause a

net movement toward equilibrium, where no further changes result.

As

illustrated by its graphical pattern, this case most closely fits the classi
cal equilibrium state. 9

-7-
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CONVERGENT PATTERN OF THE COBWEB THEOREM

Each pattern depends upon the initial position of the supply and
demand curves, and the presence of time lags in responae to market
changes.

The initial position of the supply and demand curves determines

the slope and range of a cycle, while the length or duration is determined
by lags between the price and marketing of products.

lO

In many in1tancea, existing lags are caused by producer•' expectations.

For example, a1aurne that a farmer produces a certain commodity

and eella it at a given market price.

If be expects this price to remain at

its present level in the future, his production plane will respond accordingly.
If, however, the price ia believed to be only temporary, the farmer's
responae in terms of production will be slight or nil.

In other worda, the

-8effect of current prices on producer•' decisions may vary greatly in inten
sity over a given time period.

Thus, price during one year may influence

production decisions in subsequent time periods, as well as affecting im
mediate production plane.

11

After con1idering the thi-ee caaea of the cobweb theorem, it is
necessary at this point to discuas the rather rigid limitations of the theorem.
Since some comm odities have either price or production aet by adnlinistra
tive decisions, or are highly responsive to changes in demand, they cannot
exhibit the true Cobweb pattern.

Even for commodities which approximate

its strict assumptions, the Cobweb model must be modified.

Although

future production cannot be increased once plans are made, the potential
supply may be reduced by deliberately destroying crops or letting them go
unharvested, or by alaughtering livestock inatead of fattening them for
market.
In fact, few commodities can be expected to precisely exhibit one
period, two-period, or even throe-period supply reactions.

Production

may be partially influenced by previous comm odity price levels and by the
price level of essential inputs, such as corn in the production of bogs.

Per

haps a more serious limitation, however, is reflected by the production
process itself.

For example, total crop yields depend upon weather condi

tions and yields per acre, as well as total acreage.

Natural variations in

production may result in abnormally high or low yields, and may cause
new cyclical reactions.

In some cases, a combination of crop failures

-

9

-

with the Cobweb reaction leads to instability, thereby reinforcing cyclical
fluctuations. 12
A final limitation of the Cobweb theorem is that no commodity
presently exists whose supply alone determines its selling price.

In fact,

many commodities, especially farm products, exhibit great variations in
price and output levels due to the influence of external factors other than
supply changes alone.
and style changes are

Tarille, quotas, freight rates, weather conditions,
examples

o! additional !actors which contribute to

cyclical reactions. 13
Suggesting the value and limitations of the theory, Mordecai Ezekiel
made the following statement:

The Cobweb theorem

•

•

•

should be used as an

hypothesis in studying the interactions of supply and
demand only for those commodities whose conditions
of pricing and production satisfy the special assump
tions on which it is based, not as a blanket explanation
of all industrial cycles. 14

While the Cobweb theorem is generally considered valid under its
aeeumptions, a few economists such as Gustav Akerman have criticized
Ezekiel and his predecessors for not being precise in stating the causes for
disturbances from an original equilibrium state.

Akerman contends that

Ezekiel and others mention only in passing the general causes of disturbances.

For example, unusual weather or the prosperity of consumers,

which would presumably affect all farm products similarly, should not
produce a Cobweb pattern.

Thus, according to Akerman, only when

-

10

-

selected commodities reveal exceptionally strong or reduced demand will
production be expanded or contracted, thereby causing the Cobweb pattern
to appear.

15

The principal difference between Akerman and Ezekiel ap-

pears to involve the definition of a market supply curve.

The following

statement by Akerman indicates the nature of his criticism:

All the
students of the Cobweb phenomena.
have operated with one unique normal supply
schedule without distinguishing between short and
long-term schedules. This is the main reason
whythey have ascribed quite exaggerated proper
ties to the Cobweb phenomena. 16
•

•

•

The definitional differences between Akerman and Ezekiel certainly do not invalidate the Cobweb theorem, and at best they might only
weaken the theory as an explanation of cyclical behavior for certain commodities.

Rather than a perfectly inelastic supply curve asewned by

Ezekiel, Akerman aesmnes a highly inelastic, but less than perfectly
inelastic supply curve in his analysis. 17

CHAPTER II

Applications

of the Cobweb Theorem to Certain
Ag ricultural Commodities and Livestock

After discussing the theoretical aspects of the cobweb theorem,
it seems appropriate at this point to explore its possible applications to
various selected commodities. Rather than generating actual prices and
quantities produced of a commodity, the cobweb theorem's applicability
is generally llmited to describing general price-output patterns over a
range of time. In order to generate actual prices and quantities,

a

model

expressing three functional relationships must be accurately derived:
(1) the demand schedule for the commodity; (2) the 1chedule of intentions
to produce; and (3) the market supply curve. In addition, these functions
must shift over time according to external forcea which operate continu
ously in the market.

18

The cobweb analysis has been used to conceptualize the priceoutput behavior of potatoes, beef, hogs, and to a limited extent, milk,
over time. The major studies which apply the theorem to these commodities will be ·briefly reviewed herein. A two-year model for potatoes,
derived by Milton Shufiett, appears consistent with the potato growth
period. Since potatoes are planted, grown, and sold in one year; and it
is assumed that prices in the previous year, or the previous two years
affect current potato production, the model rea1onably approximates
19
the commodity's structural characteristics.

-12The slopes of the demand function and the schedule of intentions to
produce created a slowly converging pattern in which the prices of potatoes
oscillated about the general price level in a wide orbital pattern.

Comparing

the pattern for potatoea to that for milk and hoga, the price out-put patterns
for potatoes seems significantly wider in orbit.

This behavior may be

explained by the relatively low elasticities of demand and the schedule of
intended production, and by the assumption of a completely inelastic market aupply function.

Thus, the three relations, expressed within a dynamic

recursive model, provide an adequate explanation for the relatively wide
price fluctuations.
The potato model previously discussed converges and eliminates
price variations about the general price level.

Although this process

might elapse over a conaiderable length of time, it would ultimately occur
unless other external factors disturbed the original relation•.

Obviously,

the cobweb model does not precisely generate such a pattern of actual
price fluctuations.

Hi1torically, potato price variations have not fallen

into regular two-year cycles; instead, they have exhibited unpredictable
patterns of
. two, three, or even four-years

'

duration.

20

Over a period of time, the cobweb model for potatoes deteriorates
yielding an irregular pattern of price variability for a number of reasons.
Fir•t, a common cauae involves a change in the demand !or the commodity.
If, in fact, the demand for potatoes change• during its growth period, the
price-output pattern will certainly be disturbed.

Secondly, any changes in

-13the schedule of intentions to produce from one year to the next, which
might result from technological advancement, can also break the recur
rent cobweb cycle.

Thirdly, the assumption that planned production will
Varia

be realized in each case may not be valid under actual conditions.

tions in weather, soil fertility, or other factors may account for this
disturbance.

.For the previously stated general reasons, evolving out

of several specific causes, the recurrent price-output path of the cob
web model may be broken.
Another agricultural commodity, milk, fits the cobweb pattern
poorly compared to other commodity and livestock types.

'While the

analyais generally assumes a diatinct growth or production period between
decisions to produce and sell, milk production is continuous, with the ex
ception of limited seasonal variation.

Thus, the major problem,

accord

ing to Cochrane, involves the oelection of an appropriate time period to
construct the model.

21

A six-month cycle, consisting of two sub-periods,

has been em

ployed to remove son1e of the limitations imposed by the structural
nature of milk production.

All price� and quantities are seasonally ad

justed to remove other factors from the analysis.

The results indicate

that the model is not consis tent with distinct production periods, because
none exist in this case.

The analysis is not rendered useless, however,

because nlilk prices in one three-month sub-period influence output in the

-14succeeding period. The analysis revealed that a perfectly inelastic market
supply curve is reasonable for a highly perishable commodity such as milk.
Estimates of the demand function and the schedule of intended pro
duction in the analysis also seem reasonable based on past experience. The
interaction of an inelastic demand relation with an extremely inelastic
schedule of intentions to produce creates a rapidly converging cobweb pat
tern

•

Therefore, year-to-year or season-to-season price variations about

the general farm price level are minimized.

22

While the cobweb analysis has been applied to livestock such as
beef and hogs, more research

has

been focused on the production and price

cycle for hogs. One of the earliest studies concerned with the hog indus
try was conducted by Cox and Luby for the period encompass
· ing 1931 to
1942, and 1947 to 1952. Using a least squares estimation procedure, they
developed a prediction model to explain price and production patterns asso
ciated with the hog cycle. Since government pr\ce controls interferred
with normal or free price fluctuations during the war years, this period
was omitted from their analysis. The explanatory variables included con
sumer disposable income, percentage changes in corn prices and supplies,
percentage changes in pigs saved, cold storage holdings of pork, and the
average price received by farmers for hogs. It is noteworthy at this
point to mention that these same factors, plus other variables, will be
used in the derivation of the revised model presented in this paper.

-15During the sixteen years stud.led, only nine (three annual

per

three

seasons) of the forty-eight forecasts failed to predict the actual direction
of price movement.

Although this study would be considered rough by

current standards, it represents a pioneering effort to explain and pre diet the direction of price and quantity movements associated with the
hog-cycle. 23
According to another study, conducted by Dean and Heady, the
cobweb relationship appears valid as a theoretical framework for ex
plaining recurrent cycles in the price and production of hogs in the United
States.

Their study focuses on assumed shifts in the supply elasticity for

hogs as a possible explanation of cyclical fluctuations.

Since the cobweb

theorem indicates that a reduction in demand elasticity or an increase in
supply elasticity, with other things remaining constant, leads to rela
tively wider price fluctuations, the authors hypothesized that the elasticity
of supply for hogs had increased and the demand elasticity had decreased
in recent yeara.
The hypotheaia of an increaaed aupply elaaticity for hogs suggests
that farmers may be more flexible in ahifting between enterprises, es
pecially during periods of subatantial price fluctua.tione.

Improvements in

facilities, and technical skill and equipment developments, combined with
a reduction in required production time, have contributed to the increased
supply elasticity suggested by Dean and Heady.

The rationale underlying

1uch a lower demand elasticity for hoga ie directly related to change• in

-16consumer preferences for various types of meat.

In recent years, pork

has been a less acceptable substitute for beef, poultry, and other competing
meats.

24
To allow for possible structural changes in the hog economy over

time, Dean and Heady divided their study into two periods from 1924 to 1937,
and from 1938 to 1956.

Using a leaat squares statistical method to fit the

system of multiple regress ion equations, the authors developed a model to
explain the hog-cycle.

Explanatory variables such as the number of spring

farrowings, the hog-corn price ratio, stocks of related grains, average
beef cattle prices, and the ratio of beef cattle to hog prices were included
in the analysis.
After interpretting their results, Dean and Heady reached the
following conclusion:

The study provided s upport for the hypothesis
of an increase over time in the supply elasticity
for hogs, at least with regard to the number of
sows farrowing in response to hog prices at
breeding time. A decrease in the demand elasti
city for hogs over time also was estimated.
Therefore recent observed wide fluctuations in
hog prices may be explained, in part, by both
an increase in the supply elasticity and a decrease
in the demand elasticity for hog s . ZS

A two-year cobweb model for hogs, developed by Elmer Learn,

does not appear consistent with the correct time periods involved in producing and marketing bogs.

The relative elasticities of s upply and demand

in this analysis yielded a convergent price-output path.

If left undisturbed,

-17this pattern would eventually converge on the general price level, thereby eliminating any further fluctuations. From experience, however, price
variability for hogs does not fall into regularly recurring two-year cycles.
Hog price movements may vary through unpredictable patterns of four,
26
•
five, or as much ae seven years durahon.
.

The reasons accounting for a deterioration of the cobweb pattern
are similar to thoee previously discussed for. the potato cobweb cycle. It
is unreasonable to assume that the demand relation and the schedule of
intended production remain fixed over a period of strictly four or five
years. Under realistic conditions, the demand relation may be expected
to shift frequently, and the schedule of intentions to produce would shift
according to technological factors and price expectations.

In addition,

the market supply curve for hogs may not be perfectly inelastic; instead
it may assume a negative slope during times of high or rising prices,
when farmers tend to withhold sowe from the market for breeding. Conversely, during periods of low or falling prices, farmers might transport their breeding stock to market for sale and slaughter.

27

Another econometric model, which estimates demand and price
relationships for pork and beef, was developed by Wilbur Maki. His
study served as a ba1is for forecasting quarterly price fluctuations, and
encompassed a 32 quarter period from 1949 to 1956. A least squares technique was aleo employed to fit the model demand and supply relationships.
Explanatory variables in this study included consumer di•po•able income,

-18-

time, pre-deterinined price levels, and quantities of pork produced.

.Ac

curate price forecasts were based on estimates of per capita production
and net quarter-to-quarter variations in cold storage holdings of beef and
pork.

Given expected changes in beef and pork supplies, lvlaki's model

accurately forecasted the wholesale prices of beef and pork with the standard
error for each commodity equal to only five per cent of the average 1949 to

1956 wholesale price level of that commodity.

28

Maki fo\lll d that commercial hog slaughter depends upon the degree
of variability in sows farrowing approximately seven months earlier, and

9
o n variations in hog and corn pricea of the preceding six-month period. 2
In addition, Maki found that over 94% of the quarterly variation in wholesale pork prioes may be attributed to changes in the quantities of beef and
pork and to changes in disposable per1onal income and tastes of consumers. 30
Several sho1·ter-term studies of the hog-cycle have been made by
Raymond Leuthold, an agricultural economist at the University of Illinois.
He developed a recursive cobweb model which identifies and estimates the
principal factors affecting weekly and daily fluctuations in the hog market.
From Leuthold's research, it appears that more information concerning the
demand and supply functions is needed to improve public policy formation
and producer-decision-making.
One major point noted in Leuthold' a study concerned the acute
responsiveness of hogs marketed to the previous day's price in the daily
market.

Thia determines the quantity of hog11 to be marketed during the

-19following days.

On the other hand, ofiering prices, responded only

slightly to daily quantity variations.

As a result of slight price responses

and large quantity responses, considerable fluctuations may be experienced
over time.

These fluctuations, depending upon the degree of severity, may

increase uncertainty, thereby causing unnecessary costs in planning,
financing, and risk aversion.

According to Leuthold, these undesirable

consequences may call for public or private action to reduce such costs. 31
As will be evident to the reader in the latter part of this paper,
many of the same concepts, techniques, and variables cited in the pre
vious discussion of hog-cycle research were employed to develop Harlow' a
original model.

These !actors will be used for the revised model presented

later in this thesis.

The objective o! this, and the preceding chapter, have

been to acquaint the reader with the theoretical aspects and methods used
in previous studies in order to provide an introduction to the recursive
model which follows in the next chapter.

CHAPTER III

Introduction to Harlow's Revised
Hog-Cycle Model
As a justification for the cobweb theorem's applicability to the
hog industry, Arthur Harlow, a noted economic statistician with the
United States Department of Agriculture, contends that the production
of hogs probably approximates the rigid assumptions underlying the
theorem as well as any agricultural commodity to date.

According to

Harlow, available evidence indicates that the extension of current
prices plays a decisive role in the formation of future production plans;
and that production is essentially rigid once sows are bred, at least on
the upward side.

These concepts are in agreement with the previously

mentioned assumptions that:

(1) future production plans for the next

period are formulated on the basis of current prices; (2) production
plans, once finally determined, must remain unchanged until the following time period; and (3) price is determined by the intersection of
the demand curve with a vertical supply function. 32
The price-output relationship suggested by the cobweb model
for hogs is extremely simplified.

In fact, many external factors may

cause fluctuations in pork production and the prices received by farmers
over time.

For example, the number of sows farrowing, the number

- ? 1of pigs per litter, the availability of feed �;upplies.

and the prcvailin6 cli
Storage holdings

inate all act tu influence the quantity of pork produced.

oi pork and pork production influence variations in price. which also af
fect the numbers of sows farrowing in subsequent periods.

These factors,

represented in Harlow's general recursive system include the following
structural equations:
slaughtered;
pork;

(3)

(l)

num.ber of sows farrowing;

(2)

number of hogs

quantity of pork produced; (4) cold storage holdings of

(5) retail prices of pork; (6) prices received by farmers for hogs. 33
Three phases of the hog-cycle involve a reaction to price.

ing and pig crop. and resultant slaughter.

The use of annual data tends
Therefore,

to obacure producers' responses to changing conditions.
quarterly analysis is more appropriate,

farrow

a

since intra-year variations in

prices and production levels may be just as significant as annual fluc
tuations.

In addition. rr1eat packers, outlook workers, and chain store

buyers rely on short-terrr. forecasts for their decisions

•

..Although the approximate time required to produce a marketable
hog, fron1 breeding to ::>laughter, is only a year, lags in response to
price and marketing conditions are more accurately reflected by a four
year cycle.

ri·c obtain a four-year cycle, it is necessary to assume one

year lags at each interval between price and pig crop,
crop and slaughter.

and between pig

While the lags are less than the physiological time

processes required for gestation.

weaning,

and feeding to market weight,

the yearly lags may be confirmed by past experience.

Generally ac-

-22cepte:d evidence indicates that farmers plan hog r;rcduction on an annual
basi:J.

A second reason involves the statistical limitation irnpo.::ed by

using annual data.

Measurements may differ considerably from. actual

figures on a strict annual basis.

For example, the price of hogs after

sows are bred affects the number of sows farrowing in the .following
spring and fall.

Actual lags between price,

which influence farrr.ers to

breed more sows, and the resulting changes in the spring pig crop may
occur over a period as short as six 1nonths.

The actual lag between pig

crop and slaughter is significantly less than one year.

And since the fall

crop, and a portion of the spring pig crop, may be slaughtered in the
following year, annual slaughter figures tend to produce a longer lag.
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The price of hogs is determined by the interaction of demand
and supply.

Thus,

the factors which influence demand and supply must

necessarily affect price levels and quantities produced.

On the dernand

side, the demand for pork depends upon the availability of disposable
consumer income and the prices and supplies of con"lpeting meats.

Many

factors influence the supply relation, including farmers' expectations of
profitability, the availability and prices of feed, and alternative produc
tion costs.

According to Harlow, most of the factors associated with hog

production are fairly constant and can be estimated with reasonable accuracy by linear trends.
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Using a general recursive model and assuming other factors con
stant.

Harlow developed a regression model,

equations,

consisting of six linear

to explain the behavior of the hog economy.

A

carefully con-

-?.3structed recursive model provides maximum likelihood estimates of the
coefficients in each structural equation.

In addition, a smaller standard

error is realized in comparison to other estimation methods, proVided
that a large sample is drawn from a normal population.

The simple

regression equation, which assumes no error:3 of measurement in the
observed variables, may be expressed in the following general form:

Yt

=

bl Xlt

+

b 2 x Zt

+•

•

•

•

bk Xnt + Ut

The dependent variable is denoted by Yt• while the independent
variables are denoted by x
U

t

is a random variable.

indicates an index of time.

lt

, x

2t

"

•

•

•

and "k ' respectively.
t

The term

Ranging from l to n variables, the subscript t
The 11b11 terms, which appear in the general

equation, are estimated constant coefficients of the independent variables.
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A recuraive system, like the one originally employed by Harlow
and later revised in this paper, yields a set of successive equations,
including an additional endogenous variable, which was treated as a
dependent variable in prior equations.

Entering the system singly, like

lin ks in a chain, these explanatory variables become interrelated through
lags from one period to the next.
In order to formulate an accurate econometric nwdel, the sti·ucture
of any economic system to be analyzed should dictate the type of equations
e1nployed and the appropriate statistical method used to fit them.

For

the hog economy, it is hypothesized that the cobweb theorem provides a

-

reasonable theoretical explanation.
model,
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Therefore, this simplified cobweb

which describes current production responses to changes in

price during the previous peri od , must include the following general
equations:
St

=

al + b1 Pt-1 + u t

a
pt =
z
St

=

+

bz Dt + u t

Dt

ln the gene ral eq uati ons , st is the quantity supplied in p e ri o d t:
Pt-l denotes the price in the previous period: Pt indicates price in the
current

p erio d t, and Dt represen ts the current quantity demanded.

Finally,

the

"a.1'

and 11b11 terin s are estimated parameters, with ut re

maining as a residual or error tern1.
Cuarterly data,

rather than annual data,

were used

i n the model

because such data are n10re conducive to recursive systerns.
of quarterly data,
Se rial

however,

The

use

may resul t in serial or autocorrelation.

or autocorrelation is a terru which indicates the existence of a

non-independent pattern in the values re presenting the difference between
actual and estimated magnitudes.
s t at is t ical e fficiency,

lts presence can

lead to a loss of

underestimation of the time variance,

anci

a

p os sible indication that r ele van t explanatory variables may have been
omitted.

The

use of l agged variables represents one rr:ethod to partially

counteract or minimize serial

co rr e l ation. 37

-
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Before describing the variables used in this study, a brief review
of the technique employed in fitting the model seems appropriate.

A

statistical technique known as stepwise multiple linear regression was
used to fit the equation• in the model.

In stepwise multiple regression,

the dependent variable is expressed aa a function of two or more inde
pendent explanatory variables, where these independent variables enter
the analyais singly according to relative importance.

Thia process con

tinues until the least significant variables are entered into the fitted equa
tion.

At the conclusion of this process, a "plane of best fit" is derived

and relevant test statistics are calculated.

Such statistics include multi

ple and simple correlation coefficient&, t-teat values, goodness of fit
values, and standard error statistic•.

These statistics are calculated

aa a part of the program at each sequence of the stepwise progression.
Combining the coefficient values of each variable with the calculated
constant term yields a regression equation.
The variables used in this study reflect those factors which are
thought to be relatively most significant in terms of explaining the be
havior of the hog cycle.

The symbole :tepreaenting these variables and

associated definitions are preaented aa follows:

�UARTERLY DATA, l96U-l96cs;
.F'

=

Sows farrowing (l, 000 head)

-

=

Deflated price received by farme1·s

for hoga ( $ / 10 0 lbs. wt. )
=

Deflated price received by farmers

for corn ( $ / bushel)
=

Deflated price received by farmer&
for beef cattle ( $ / 1 00 lbs. wt. )

G

=

H

=

D

=

Aggregate p roduction uf ba rle y, oats,

and grain sorghum (billions of bushels)
Hogs alaughtered under Federal In

spection (1, 000 head)

Dummy variable represe nting an

un 

usual marketing period.

T

=

Qp

=

s

=

0

=

all other quarters

l

=

3rd quarter

Time measured by successive qua r 

2, 3

ters tl,

C. uan ti ty

•

•

•

)

of pork produced (nlillions

of lbs. )

Cold storage holdings of frozen and

cured pork at the begi nning of each

quarter (millions of lbs. )
=

Deflated retail price of pork (cents I
lb. )

w

=

Dummy variable repres enting s ea s o na l

variations in temperature
0

l
Qb / N

=

=
=

first a nd fourth quarters

second and third quarters

Quantity of beef produced per capita

(where Q
=
Total beef production
b
in millions of lbs. and N = United
States quarterly p0F u.lation)

R

=

Ratio of pigs saved in the fall of the

previous year to those saved in the
s p ring of the current year.
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-2.7C. r / N

=

Per capita quantity of broilers pro
duced in lbs.

(where O r
broiler production and N

=
=

total

U. S .

quarterly population estimate . )

I/N

=

Per capita disposable income d e 
flated b y the CPI (1957 - 1959 base)
(where
and N

I
=

=

total disposable inconie

U. S. quarterly population

e s timate . )
lvi

=

Marketing mar 6in repres enting the
spread between prices rec eived by
farmers and retail prices (deflated
by the CPI)

Op / N

=

Per capita production of pork in lbs.
(where c

=
pork production in
p
millions of lbs. and N = U. S. quar

terly population. )
SIN

=

Per capita cold storage holdings of
frozen and cured pork in lbs.

Qua rterly data for the period encompas sing
obtained from a variety of government publications.

19 6 0 to 1 968 were
In most cases

monthly data were converted to quarterly s e ri e s by either averaging
or s umming the raw monthly figure s .

Quarterly stati stics on sows

farrowing, pork production, beef production, hogs slaughtered, cold
storage holdings of frozen and cured pork, and pigs saved were obtained from i s s ues of
U. S. D. A.

Liy�stock andMeatStatistics , publi shed by the

In addition prices rec eived by farmers for hogs and beef

cattle, retail pork prices, and marketing margins were also gathered
from

LivestockandMeatStatistics. 3 8
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Per capita stati stics on beef and pork production were obtained
fron1 the Handbook of Agricultural Charts

39

, while per capita broiler

production was obtained from the Poultry and

Egg Situation

Repo r t s .

40

41
Grain data were found i n the Feed Situation
and Grain Market New s 
Quarterly Summary and Stati sti c s .

42

Finally, the monthly consumer price index serie s , and U. S.
monthly population e stimates were gathered from the Survey of Current
Busine s s

43

and Current Population Reports

44

, res pectively.

In general, the symbolic method of denoting each variable by its
first letter has been employed, with s ome exceptions to prevent dupli
cation.

All price variables are measured in real terms by deflating

the raw price data by the consumer price index (CPI
Quarterly data are used, unl e s s otherwise specified.

=

1957 - 1959 B a s e ).
Lagged variabl e s ,

repres ented by t-1, t - 2 , etc. , indicate the number o f quarterly periods
lagged.

And yearly lags are designated by the term y- 1.

A s an example,

Pb (4)y-l refe r s to the farm price for beef in the fourth quarter o f the
previous year.

CHAPTER IV

Dia cue •ion of Expected Results in
the Revi••d Model
After introducing Harlow ' • recur•ive model and reviewing the
variable• and source• of data to be uted in the reviaed model, the
pected reaulta will b4I pre1ented i n t hi s chapter.

ex -

The revieed model,

patterned from Harlow ' s orlilnal model, repr•••nte production &• a
fwictlon of lagged price, and price a1 a function of current production.
The atorage equation eliminate• the identity of production and con•umption.

A• intermediate etepa, e�uatlon• ar• derived to e1timate the

number of eowa farrowing, hog• tlaughtered, cold atorage holding• of
pork, and the ta.rm price o.f hog•.
According to Ha.rlow, aince there are no data. on the number of
eowa bred, eatimatea of the number of aowt farrowing, a major portion of bred aowe, provide a reaeonable approximation.

Factor• that

i nfluenc e the number of sows farrowing include1 (l) facilitie• available
on farm•; (2) the expected price of hois at market time; (3) prices and
available stock• of leed grain; and (4) prices of aubatitute or competing
mnt1 •uch a1 beef or broiler•. 45

- 3 \..
Sil'lce varlou• 1tudle1 ahow that producer• formulate production
decision.a for the next year during the fall, the price• of hoge, corn.,
and beef cattle in the fourth quart�r oi the previous y.ar abould be in
corporated ln the model aa explanatory factor• .
for hog• 1• approximate.ly four months.

The ge1tation period

Therefore, a three-month or

quarterly lag would provide a reasonable approximation of the produc tion cycle.

Aggregate annual production figures in the previou.11 year

for oat•, barley, and sorghum were included, because experience
show• that the previou• year' s grain production affect• farrowing&
during the first two quartera, while current grain production affects
third and fourth quarter farrowing•. 46
For the first supply equation, in the revieed model, lower

corn

price• in the fourth quarter of the p:teviou• year, Pc (-4 )y -l' create
lavorable production condition• in the next year.

Therefore, the

inverse relationship assumed to exist between far rowing& and defh Hecl
corn price• ahould reeult in a negative elgn before tb.e coefficient of the
corn price variable.

A direct relation.ahip, repres ented by

a.

positiv(

sign before each coefficient., would be expected for the grain stock
variable in the previous year. G • l ; for the price of hog• in the fourth
y
quarter ot the previous year, Ph( 4 )y - l' and in the previous quarter

Piit - 1

of the current year.

Increaaed grain stock-, as � food source,

are naturally favorable to addltioaal farrowing•.

Similarl� higher

- 3 1farm prices for hogs in the previous year also create an added inducement
for producers to increase the number of current farrowings.
Since price increases for beef, a competing meat, would create a
favorable demand for pork, as suming other factor• constant, the aign as sociated with the price of beef variable, Pb( 4 )y - l • must be po sitive in
order to· confirm such a substitute relationship.

Finally, to account for

the hog production, farrowings in the same quarter of the previous year,
Ft-4• must be included as an explanatory variable.

The direct relation

ship assumed to exist between current and previ.ous year's farrowings
would be indicated by a positive sign before the farrowing variable, Ft -4•
which bas been lagged four quarter s .

47

The second supply equation, which estimates the number of hogs
slaughtered, includes several explanatory variables .

First, the number

of hogs slaughtered, fit , depends upon the number of sows farrowing two
quarters previously,

Ht-z•

and the number of pigs per sow.

Since the

majority of hogs are slaughtered at 6 to 8 months, a two-quarter lag
was used.

Recent experience indicates that the number of pigs per sow

has been increasing at a steady rate over the past few years.
for this trend, a time variable, T, was introduced.

To account

The use of lagged

farrowing& create• a disproportionate pattern for the third-quarter
slaughter.

The predominance of March far rowings in the fir at quarter,

and the tendency for longer feeding before marketing during the spring,

-32means that many pigs farrowed in the first quarter are not marketed
until the fourth quarter.

To account for this deviation, a dummy variable

was incorporated in the model having a value of l for the tbird quarter when
fewer marketings occur, and a value of 0 for other quarters when condi 
tions are normal.

A

positive sign is associated with the lagged farrowing

variable, Ft _ 2, and the time variable, T, since they bear a direct rela
tionship to the dependent variable.
In dete rniining the amount of bogs slaughtered, some response to
price would naturally be expected.

For example, a high price during

the previous quarter, Pht - 1 ' should induce farmers to market their hogs
at that time.
would decline.

Aa

a result, the number of hogs sold in the current quarter

Conversely, a low price in the previous quarter, P ht-l'

should induce farmers to market their hogs at that time.

As a result,

the number of hogs sold in the current quarter would decline.

Conversely,

a low price in the previous quarter, Pht-1• might result in the delay of
slaughter until the current quarte r.

To express this inver s e relationship,

a negative regres sion coefficient would be expected. 48
The final supply equation in the revised model includes the quan
tity of pork produced, Op•

Pork production depends upon the number of

hogs s laughtered and variations in seasonal and year-to year slaughter
weight.

Year-to-year variations in slaughter weight are caused directly

by fluctuating grain supplies, and inversely by grain prices.

In addi -

-

33

tion, spring - farrowed pigs are generally fed to heavier market weights
t han fall pigs.

Pigs farrowed in the fall are marketed during the follow 

ing spring and summer periods, with a substantial numbe r of spring pigs
being marketed in the fall of the aame year.

Therefore, a ratio of pigs

saved in the fall of the preceding year to the numbe r of pigs saved in
the spring of the current year, R, i s included a s a pos sible explanatory
factor.

Since the proportion of fall pigs marketed during the year in

creases and the quantity of pork produced decreases for a given slaugh
t e r level, a negative sign before the coefficient of the pigs saved ratio,
R, would be expected.

A direct relationship between the nun-iber of hogs

slaughtered, H, and the quantity of pork produced i s expected as indi
cated by a positive sign before the hogs slaughtered variable.

Finally,

an inver s e relationship between pork production and corn prices in the
fourth quarter of the previous year, P
should produce a negative
c ( 4 ) y l,
coefficient.
As an intermediate step between production and consumption,
cold sto1·age holdings of frozen and cured pork, S, were repres ented
in a structural equation.

In addition, the level of cold storage pork

holdings at the be ginning of a quarter, a s a potential supply source,
naturally influences the retail prices of pork during that quarter.

To

account for the curing processes and normal delays between slaughter
and sale to the coneumer, cold storage holdings are lagged one quarter.

-

-
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Storage holdings are also dependent upon lagged pork production, Qpt - l•
lagged retail pork prices, P
' s easonal temperatur e a , W, and mar
pt- l
keting patte rna, D.
Cold storage holdings tend to increase following increases in
pork production.

Therefore, the coefficient a s s ociated with the lagged

pork production variable, Q - ' should be positive.
pt l

On the other hand,

storage holdings would be expected to increase a s lagged pork pric e s ,
Ppt -1• r i s e in anticipation of furthe r price increase s .

Since the tendency

has been to feed e pring pigs longer, a lower marketing level in the
fourth period should cause a positive coefficient before the dummy mar
keting variable, D, a.nd before lagged storage holdings, St - 1 ' from the
previous qua rter.

Fina.Uy, as a result of demand variations, cold

storage holdings would be expected to increase a s seasonal temperatures
declined.

Therefore, a negative coefficient is expected for, W t -1• the

lagged seas onal dummy variable. 49
Conside ration of demand elemente logically follows after review
ing factor s related to storage equations.

These demand elements, in turn,

affect the retail price of pork, repres ented by Pp in the fifth equation.
Factors such a s current pork production and storage holding s , consumer
disposable income, available supplies of competing meats such a s beef
and broiler s , seas onal temperature variation s , and lagged farm pork
prices definitely affect retail pork prices.

To allow for population in -

-35creases over time, the storage and production variables are expr e s sed
in real terms by deflating the raw prices by the consumer price index.
Since the retail price of pork, P ' i s expected to vary inve rsely
p
with per capita storage holding s , S / N, pork production, Q /N, available
p
beef, Q / N, broiler suppli e s , O /N, and seasonal demand facto r s , W ,
b
r
the signs before these coefficients should be negative.

A direct rela

tionship, indicated by a positive coefficient, would be expected for the
lagged farm hog price variable, P
directly with farm pric e s .

ht - l

' because retail prices vary

Finally, the coefficient a s s ociated with per

capita consumer disposable income, I / N, should be positive,

since

r etail prices and consumer disposable income are positively related.
The last equation in the systen1 follows from the approach that
the retail price of pork may be estimated first, and the farm price of
pork, P h, derived from it.

Therefore, the farm price of pork, Ph,

depends on the retail pork price plus other facto rs such as, per capita
cold storage holding s , S/N, marketing margins, M, and seasonal
factor s , W .

Since retail and farm pork prices generally vary together,

a direct relationship would be indicated by a positive coefficient.

Since

there is usually an inve rse relationship between marketing margins and
per ca.pita cold storage holdin g s , the price of hogs may be raised in an
indirect manner.

For example, whenever storage holdings increase,

marketing margins decrease, and consequently hog prices increase.

SO

CHAPTER

V

Presentation of the Actual Results
Thia chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the actual
results derived from Harlow's revised hog-cycle model.

To facili

tate a concise pres entation of the1e res ults, brief descriptive state
ments and conclusions applicable to each fitted regre1 a ion equation
will be supplemented by summary tables .

The reader i i directed

to review these tables in making comparhone and inspecting the
calculated statistics .
Each table presents multiple correlation coefficients (R),
goodnees of fit values (F), coefficient signs and values for each
variable, t-value 11 ,
terms.

standard error• of estimate, and constant

Residual values, used to calculate the Durbin-Watson sta

tistic, are also preaented along with multiple coefficients of deter
mination,

2
(R ).

2
The R values are derived by squaring the multiple

correlation coefficient, (R).
It is necessary at this point to briefly diecuaa each statistic
employed in the analysis.
mination,

First, the multiple coefficients of deter

2
( R ), calculated from multiple correlation coefficients,

(R), indicate the relative importance of each variable, i. e. , the

-37percent of the total variation in the dependent variable explained by
the independent variable.

Calculated t-values are used to test the

statistical significance of the coefficient values !or the independent
variable s .

The test involves a null hypothesis tha.t the true coeffi

cient value i s not different from zero (H0: B = O ) , while the alternate
hypothesis specifies that the true coefficient value i s significantly
different from zero ( Ha : B � O ) at a specified probability level.

In

t hi s analysis, a two-tailed alternative hypothesis was selected, since
significant deviations occurring either above or below the true value
are relevant.

A standard 5 -percent level of significance was eelected

to evaluate each t-value for stati stical significance.
t-value i s equal to or greater than

±2· 042

If the calculated

(for 30 degrees of free

dom at a 5 -percent level of significance), the coefficient is statis 
tically different from zero ( H : B�O).
a
would b e rejected.

Therefore, the null hypothes i a

If the probability a s sociated with a statistic i s

l e s s than 1% (. 01), the result i s termed highly significant.

But when

the probability i s only 5% (. 0 5 ) , the re sult i s considered significant,
rather than highly significant.
The coefficient values and sign for each variable repre s ent
nume rical values derived from the fitted regres sion equation.

Con

stant terms are numerical values a s s o ciated with each fitted equation.
To indicate the proximity and statistical significance of calculated

-38values about the fitted surface, goodness of fit values are employed.
A s a measure of dispersion, the standard error of the estimate indi
cates the average amount that the computed values vary from the actual
value s .
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Finally, the Durbin-Watson statistic (d) i s used to t e s t for the

exi stence of serial correlation in the residual value s ,

(where residuals

represent the diffe rence between actual and e stimated values).

Tests

for serial or autocorrelation, a condition defined simply a s a non
random relationship between successive residual value s, may reveal
s e rious errors or biases if confirmed.

While the test statistic i s

easily calculated, i t may offer no clear basis for rejecting the null
hypothe sis that s e rial or autocorrelation does not exist.

A region of

indeterminacy, in which no conclusion is justified, may be present
in certain cases.
After calculating the Durbin-Watson statistic for each fitted
regres sion equation, the calculated value,
compared to the following table:

denoted by (d), n1ust be

-

39
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TAB L E 5 . 0

Regions of Acceptance and Rejection of
the Null Hypothesis in the Durbin-Watson Teet

Value
of d

: l

0

.

: du

. dl
Neither
accept nor
reject the
null hy
pothesis

Reject the
null hypothe
sis; accept
the hypothe
sia of posi
tive autocor
relation

2

Accept
the null
hypothe
sis

4

Neither
accept
nor re
ject the
null hy
pothesis

Reject the
null hypothe 
sis; accept
the hypothe sis of nega
tive auto
correlation

If the Du1·bin -Watson statistic (d) falls between du and 4 - <lu,
the null hypothe s i s of no s erial c o rrelation can be accepte d ; but if

(d)

lies below d1 or above 4 - di, the alternate hypothe s i s con.firming auto co 1·relation must be ac c epted.
val between d1 an<l d

u

'

In the event that (d} lies within the inte r -

o r between 4 - d and •! - d , the null hypothe s i s of
1
u

no serial correlation can neithe r be accepted nor rejected on the basis
.
.
1 test.
o f th.is s t
atistica
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After discussing the types of stati stics used in this ana l y s i s ,
the actual results for each fitted equation will be introduced by a few
staternents followed by a tabular sunimary.

For the first operation,

involving an estimate o! the current num.be r of sows farrowing,
only two varia.bles, farrowings lagged four quarters,

(F )'
t

( Ft _ 4 ) , and the

fa.rm price of hogs lagged to the fourth quarter of the previous yea r ,

-4 0 (P

h(4)y - l ) , we1·e significantly diffe r e nt fro1n :Gero a.t the 5 - pe.rcent leve l.

The remaining variable s , with the exception of lagged beef price.:;
(Pb(4)y - l ) , were far fron1 the acceptable s ignificance level.

Perhaps the

relatively stable variation, which characterized these magnitud�s during
the period under consideration, may account for their relative insignifi 
The (d) statistic for the Durbin - Watson te st shows no serial

cance.

cor relation in the residual s .

The fitted equation used t o e s timate s o w s

farrowing appears as follows.
(l)

Ft
+

=

-2337. 71

+

•

9 5 9 Ft -4

+

5. 5 9 Pht - 1

145 . 5 4 Pc (4)y- l + 5 6 . 86 P b(4)y-l +

2 8 2 . 8 3 G y - 1 + 4 2 . 93 Ph ( 4 ) y - l
While several of the explanatory variables lacked s ignificanc e ,
the equation a a a whole explained a inajor part of the variation i n sows
farrowing.

To support this claim, the multiple coefficient of determina

2

tion (R ) was

•

970, indicating that 9 7 - percent of the total variation in

sows farrowing could be explained by the variables used in the analysis.
Actually, only two variable s , farrowings lagged four quarters ( F _ 4 )
t
and farm prices lagged to the fourth quarter in p revious years (Ph(4 )y-l )
were the most important explanatory factors.
For the nUinber of hogs slaughtered equation, all four regres sion
coefficients were significant and had the expected signs.

The Durbin

Wataon statistic showed no s e rial correlation in the residual value s .
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TABU L A R ::UMMARY OF RESU LTS-EQUA TION 1
Sows Farrowing lFt)
Table 5 . 1

Coeflicient
Variable

�- ign ificant

Expected

Actual

Sign

Si1n

at 5::(, level

Multiple Corr.

t- Value

Value

23.61

0.959

+

+

Ye s

.':162

ph{4)y-1

2.1 9

42.926

+

+

Ye s

.979

Pb( 4 )y-1

1 .88

56.857

none

No

Gy-1

O.b4

282.&34

none

No

Pc(4)y-1

0.34

145.539

none

No

P"bt-1

0.24

5.588

none

No

Ft-4

+

+

Coefficient

Multiple CoeU. of
Determination R 2

Percent of total
Variation explained

.925

92.5.110

<)58

3.3

.984

.%8

1 .0

.<;;8 5

0.2

• 11
85

.97 0
.970

o.o

.985

.97 0

o.o

•

i,7 .o

3.0

unexplained

1 00.0".,:.
CONSTANT TERM:

-2337.71

�'TANDARD ERROR OF THE EFTIMATE

Fitted Re1reas ion Equation:
Ft = -2337.71 + .959 Ft -4 + 5.59 Pht -1 + 145.54
Pcl4 )y-1 + 56.86 Pbt 4) y- 1 + Zf- 2 .l- 3 Gy - l

+ 42. 9 3 ph1 4 ) y - l
GOODNESS OF FIT. F

(6, l5)

=

133.58�

ff = highly e ignilicant fit

=

1 4 1.07
FINA T. R
d

* No s e r ial cor relation in the residuals

:..

z

= .970

l.bZ*

-41Table 5. 2 swnmarizes the actual results for the hogs slaughtered equa
tion which appears below:
l1t

1 6 89 6. 47

=

+

1. 38Ft - 2 - 2897. 880

+

74. BOT

- 27 2 . 7 5 Pht-1
Fitting the quarterly data to the pork production equation resulted
in only one significant explanatory variable, the number of hogs slaugh
tered.

The remaining two variables, lagged corn prices, Pc (4)y-l ' and

the ratio of pigs saved, R, were quite insignificant.

Perhaps the rela

tively stable corn prices combined with only minor variations in the ratio
of pigs saved for the eight-year period considered may account for this
relationship.
correlation.

The Durbin-Watson statistic (d) indicates positive auto 
Appearing below i s the fitted regre s s ion equation for pork

production, followed by a summary table 5. 3 :
Q pt

=

-172. 7 9

+

. 1718t - 2 . 609R + 370. 7 3 Pc (4)y - l

In the cold storage equation, only one variable, lagged deflated
retail pork prices, Ppt-1 , was insignificant.

The remaining four varia

bles exceeded the 5 - percent level of significance, and had the expected
signs.

Indicating no serial correlation, the Durbin-Watson statistic fell

within the acceptable range.

Shown below and in Table 5. 4 , is the cold

storage equation:
St = - 10 6 . 34 7 -

•

372 Ppt- 1 +

-121. 773 w t-l

+

•

6 74 s

•

t -l

0 8 6 Opt - 1

+

99. 279D
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TABU LAR SUMMARY OF RE:.';U t.TS -EQU ATION 2
Hogs .�>laughtered

! Ht)

Table 5.2

t Value

Variable
Dummy

Coefficient
Value

-

(D)

F t-2

T
p
ht-1

Expected
Sign

-8.19

-2fs97 .88

6.60

1.38

+

4.49

74.&0

+

-4.28

-Z7Z.7S

Actual
:-.ign

S ignificant

at 5·'o level

Multiple Corr.
Coefficient

Multiple Coeff. of

Determination RZ

Percent of total

Variation explained

Yes

.522

.272

27.2 :r.tl

+

Yes

.767

.58t

31.6

+

Yes

.8 1 9

.67 1

8. 3

Yes

.897

.805

13.4
8 0. 5 1�
unexplained

CON:-,TANT TERM:

l �.5
1 00.0 ;�,

1 6 t.i86.47

FITTED REGRESSION EQLATION:

l\ =

168 ':1.47

+

1 .31:! F - 2897.880 + 74 8 0T
t Z
.

:�· TANDAJD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE

d

GOODNESS OF FIT, F

t

=

=

827.67

FINA L R

-272.75 Pht-1

( 4. 27)

=

27 .691

Significant goodnes s of fit value

*No serit cor relation in the ree iduale

=

2

=

.805

1.98*

T A BU l .A R C.UMMARY

-4lc-

OF RE�ULT�·-EQOAT ION 3

Quantity of por� produced

iOpt)

Table 5 . 3

t-Value

Variable

Ht .
Pc(4)y-1
R

Coe£fic ient
Value

Expected
Sign

21.84

.171

+

1.80

370.373

-

-0.79

-2.609

-

Actual

.5 ignificant

Sign

at 5 r:-o level

Multi p le Corr.
Coe!fic ient

�

Percent of total

?o.'-ultiple Coe£f. o

Determination R

Variation explained

Yes

.970

.94 1

<J4.l %

None

No

.972

.945

0. 4

None

No

.973

. 974

+

0.2

-

94.7 '?J
unexplained
CON.,TANT TERM:

5.3
1 oo.o ·110

-172.79

FITTED REGR ESSION EQUATION:

Q

pt

=

-172.79 + . 1 7 1

GOODNESS OF FIT,

1 3, 28)
i.'

::

I\

-

2.60'1 R + 370.73 Pc: 4 ) y -l

';·T AND AJ o ERROR OF THE Ef.TIMATE

73.77
FINA J. f.; 2

F
=

=

d

=

164.75#

Significant goodness of fit value

*

Indlcat•

1

=

•

:t:
o.41 o

positive autocorrelation of res idual values

947
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TABULAR ��UMMARY OF REfUL'TS-EQUATION 4
Cold storage pork holdings

( St)

Table 5.4

t - Value

Variable
p

pt-1

Q pt-1
Dummy

D

Wt-1
<:

'- t - 1

Coeffic ient

Expected

Value

S ign

Actual
�i1n

-0.146

-.37 2

+

Nooe

+2.435

+.086

+

+

-5.251

+99.279

+

+

-4. 599

- 1 27.773

+4.189

-0.674

+

+

, ign ificant
at

s-:'ir level

Multiple Corr.
Coefficient

Multiple Coell. of
Determination R 2

Percent of total

Variation explained

--

6 18

.382

38.2 "'.:

Yea

.724

.524

14.2

Ye s

.804

.646

12.2

Yes

.630

.689

4.3

Y es

.'102

.814

No

.

12.5
-

&l.4
18.6

unexpla ined
CON .:TANT TERM:

- 1 06.3471

1 oo.o �

FITTED REGRESSION EQUATION:
�

t

=

-106.347 - .372 P
+ .Ob6 0
pt- l
pt- l

:;· TAND/\RD ERROR OF THE E!:'T!MATE

I S, 26)

f;

=

=

d
* �ro serial correlation in the residuals

22.76�

Significant goodness

0£ fit values

35.965

2

FINA f . R

+Y9.279D - 127.773 W
+ .674 i
t-l
t- l
GOODNES� OF FIT, F

::

= .814

:: 2.36*

-42Fitting the regr e s s ion equation to e s timate variations i n the
deflated retail prices of pork, only three
noted.

s ignifi c ant

variables were

The remaining four variables were far from the acceptable
The Du1·bin-Watson statistic (d) s howed no auto 

si gnificance level.

cor relation in the r e s idual value s .

Table 5 . 5 s um marizes the rela

tionships fo 1· the r e g r e s s ion shown below ·
Ppt

=

691 Pht-1 - l. 6 2 9 Qp / N - 3. 612 S / N

69.

355 +

+

0 0 4 l / N - 1 . 6 3 3 Wt

•

•

·I

•

6 0 7 Qr / N

+

•

039

C:biN

The last fitted equation in the revi s e d rr.odel e s timates the farrn
price of hog s.

For this regression equation, all the coefficients had the

expected signs and were s tati s tically different from zero at the 5 -pe r 
cent level.

The Durbin - \V'atson statistic (d} was in the inc onc lusive range.

The fitted equation appea r s as follows �
P ht

=

-S. 174

•

770 w

+

t

•

643P t p

•

4 9 5 .:tvi.

+ 1 . 162 S / N

-

TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESULTS-EQUATION 5
Deflated retail pork prices
Table 5.5

Var iable

-

4 2b -

( P pt)

Coefficient

t-Value

Value

Expected
Sign

Actual
Sign

Sign ificant

at 5% level

Multiple Corr.
Coefficient

Multiple Coeff. of

Percent of total

Determ ination R2

Variation explained

Yes

.898

.806

80.6%

- 1 .629

Yee

.939

.882

7.6

-2.193

-3.612

Yes

.953

.908

Z.6

I/N

+0.250

+0.004

+

None

No

.961

.924

1.6

wt

- 1 . 1 07

-1.633

-

None

No

.963

.927

0.3

Q /N
r

+0.622

+0.607

-

None

No

.964

.929

0.2

N

+0.092

+0.039

-

None

No

.964

.929

o.o

Pht-1

+3.222

+0.691

Q /N
p

-5.606

S/N

�/

+

+

9Z.9%
unexpla ined
CONSTANT TERM:

7.1
1 oo.o %

69.355

FITTED REGRESSION EQUATION:
Ppt = 69.355 + .691 Ph l - 1.629 Q /N - 3.612 S/N
tp

;")TANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE

+ .004 I/N - 1.633 Wt + .607 O r/N + .039 �/N
GOODNESS OF FIT,

F

(7,

24)

=

#

Significant goodnes s

=

44.532/1

of fit value

=

1 . 1 94
FINAL R2
d

* No autocorrelation in the residuals

=

1 . 98

=

*

.929

-42c-

TABUr.AR ;
• U MMARY OF R E!=' U f TS-EQUATION 6
Farm prices received for hogs

I Pbt)

Table 5.6
C oellic ient
t - Value

Value

+16.405

+0.643

M

-6.495

-0.4< 5

S/N

+Z.199

+1.162

Wt

-2.107

-0.770

Variable

ppt

Expected
S ign

+

+

Actual

'..; ign ilic&nt

M u ltiple Corr.

:; ign

at 5% level

Coeflicient

+

+

Multiple Coelf. of

Percent o f total

Determination R 2

Variation explained

Ye.

.9Z5

.856

85.6 %

Yee

.972

.'.i45

e. 9

Yee

.973

•

'147

0.2

Yee

.977

.955

0.8
95.5 J,fo
4.5

unexplained
CONST ANT TERM:

-8.174

1 oo.o .:;!)

FITTED REGRESSION EQUATION:
Ph
t

=

-b.174 + .643 P pt - .495M + 1 . 1 6 2 S / N

;"TANDARD ERROR OF THE E�TIMATE

d

GOODNESS OF FIT, F

f

0.570
FINAL R

-.770 W t

(4, 27)

=

=

139.406(,t

:: ignificant goodneu ol lit

* Inconclusive test for serial cor relation

=

2

=

1 . 2 9*

.
.955

CHAPTER VI
Sununary, Conclusions, and Implications
of the Revised Hog-Cycle Model
The complete recursive system is presented as follows :

(1)

Sows FarrowingFt

-2337. 71 +

=

+

•

9 5 9 Ft -4 + 5 . 5 9 Pht - l

145. 54 P c {4)y - l

+

5 6 . 86 Pb(4)y-l

+ 282. 83 Gy - 1 + 42. 93 Ph(4)y-l

Rz = . 970

(2)

Hogs SlaughteredHt

=

1 6 896 . 47 + l. 38 Ft-2 -2897. 88D
74. SOT

-

Z7 2 . 75 Pht- 1
Rz

(3)

+

=

. sos

Quantity of Pork ProducedOpt

=

-172. 7 9

+

. 171 Ht - 2. 6 09R + 370. 73

Pc(4)y-l
Rz -

•

947

-44(4)

Cold Storage Pork Holdings St = -10 6 . 34 7 -

•

37Z Ppt -1 +

•

0 86 Opt- 1 +

99. 279D - 1Z7. 773 Wt - l +

•

6 74 St l
Rz =

(5)

•

814

.Retail Pork Pric e s Ppt

=

6 9. 355 +

•

6 91 P t l - l . 6 29 Q / N p
h -

3. 612 S / N +

•

004 l / N - l. 6 33 W t

+

•

607

Q r / N + . 039 Q / N
b
R

( 6)

2

=

•

929

Farm Prices Rec�ved !or Hogs Pht = - 8 . l74

+

•

643 P

pt

-

•

495M

+

1. 1 6 2 S / N

- . 1 1 0 wt
R

2

=

. 955

The hypothe sis that the cobweb theorem is applicable to Harlow ' s
original model and the revised version seems valid and the original
results of Harlow ' s model are generally consistent with the revised
model.

The evidence to support this contention will be reviewed herein.
Due to differences in the type of data employed and slight changes

in some variables , such

as

the seasonal temperature variable, W, no

general comparison of the results obtained from Harlow ' s niodel to
tho se from the revised version will be made.

-45Of the six equations pres ented in the revised model, the DurbinWatson test statistic revealed no evidence of serial or autocorrelation in
four equations; only one case of positive s erial correlation; and inconelusive evidence for the remaining equation.

The fit for the system as

a whole is reasonably good based on the fact that the multiple coefficient of determination (R 2 } exceeds
•

93 in four of six equations .

•

80 for all equations, and is above

In addition, only eleven of twenty-nine

regrea sion coefficients are not significantly different from zero at the
5-percent level.

Therefore, the revised model estimates the behavior

of the six major dependent variables of the hog industry with a reasonable
degree of accuracy.
Perhaps improvements in the form o! deleting insignificant variables , increasing the time s pan of this analysis, and continuing the r e vision proce s s to account for change s in technology. demand, and
storage systems would lead to a more accurate syatem of equations.
Improvements in fitting the cold storage and hog slaughtered equations
would be particularly desirable, since they constitute the weakest link
in the whole system.
As an explanation of his recursive model of the hog industry,
Harlow made the following statement:
The cobweb theorem furni shes a more pre
ciee theoretical explanation of the cycle be
cause it includes the demand and supply func 
tions for the industry, which determine the

-46amplitude of the cycle, as well as the lag
in production respons e s , which determines
the cycle length.

53

After reviewing and summarizing the results, the remainder of
this final chapter will be devoted to a discus s ion of the major implications drawn from this study.

A number of pos sible caus es which may

act to perpetuate the hog-cycle will be reviewed.
Cyclical fluctuations in the price and output of selected agric �l tur ':l commodities o f livestock result from one basic imperfection in
the functioning of the market mechani sm.

Aiternating periods of over-

supply or underutilizati<:>n of productive resour c... es and equipment lead
to increased c o a t s .

T h e s e undesirable aspects a r i s e from produc er s '

failure to re spond appropriately to market condition s .

In turn, lack

of adequate forecasting i s a principal cause of such inappropriate response ;:: .

Variations in crop s i z e s , drought, disease, crop failure s ,

and decreases in demand, all of which are not predictable, are also
r e s ponsible for perpetuating the hog cycle.
According to most expert s , whose separate opinions were
pres ented, the solution to this problem lies in the distribution of
accurate and timely market information to livestock produc e r s .

The

continuation of any cycle along a particular pattern depends upon the
behavior of external factors and the degree to which farme r s ' responses
vary.

As more and better quality information becomes available, pro-

-

47

-

ducer& will adjust their production acco rding to such outlook informa
tion.

Acco rding to Harlow, if responses would be adjusted to expected

prices rather than past prices, the cycle might be dampened or decreased
in duration. 54
Certainly, it is obvious that highly variable or uncertain prices
are harmful to produc e r s .

This does not necessarily indicate that all

price changes are undesirable per .!.!.•

Relative price changes are not

only acc eptable, they are e s s ential to continued economic growth and
development.

Working through relative pric� change s , the price mechan

ism in the market allocates resources to tho se 1\.reas which are most
productive in term a of ma.ximizing society' 1 total utility.

Thus, through

relative price and demand change s , farmers must r e s pond by shifting
their productive resources into the most valued areas.
But whenever relative prices vary from one production period
to the next in a wide and unpredictable manner, uncertainty occurs.
T hrough expectations concerning future price s , production plans are
fo rmulated for the current period.

A s a result of the uncertainty in p r e 

dicting whether prices will rise, fall, or remain constant, the price
system as a whole ceases to be a u seful allocative mechani sm; and con
sequently, producers must rely on speculation or other arbitrary guide
lines in formulating their production decisions.

In addition, the unde

sirable elements tend to make rational producers delay investment plans
under such risky conditions, thereby causing further delays in techno
logical advancement.

-4d-

Price and income risks, also a s sociated with uncertainty ac 
tually represent a social cost which i s borne entirely by the producer.
The costs of capital investments are increased as the flow of new capital
is retarded.

Thus, such extreme fluctuations, arising from a disturbed

cobweb reaction, lead to gross inefficiency. 55
Focusing on the problem of uncertainty, the ability to accurately
predict future prices would prove beneficial to producers, marketing
agencies , conswner•, and governmental authorities.

In the livestock

and meat processing industry, a knowledge cf future prices which
affecta breeding, feeding, production, and mar1,eting is e s sential to
the process of formulating buying, selling, and storage plans.

Finally,

even the consumer realized some direct benefits through the increased
ability to buy and store meat at the moat favorable prices. 5 6
Dean and Heady, two prominent agricultural economists, view
outlook information as a valuable tool in reducing wide cyclical flue tuations.

They also point to the impact of a decreasing elasticity of

supply response in c reating a more rapidly converging pattern than
the conventional cobweb relationship for hogs.

Instability in hog prices

may be partially reduced by the reaction of farmers to expected rather
than actual prices. 5 7
Maki also suggests improvements in market forecasting and in
the proper use of market in.formation in the decision-making proces s .

-49T o reduce the amplitude o f year-to-year cycles, the an'lount of under e s timation must be corrected.

Another possible n1ethod to reduce the

fluctuations in production would be related to reducing the total produc 
tion time period, but this depends upon external technological facto r s .

58

Supplementing the previous r ecorri mendations, Harold Brien1eyer,
a noted pioneer in hog-cycle r e s earch, outlines the following measures
to correct cyclical tendencies in hog production:

(l) Further improve the

stabilization of corn supplies and prices; (2) Pursue a flexible program of
I

c ounte r - cyclical stabilization; ( 3 ) Increase the emphasis on outlook and
extension work as an aid to p roduc e r s ; (4) Create contractual or cooperative arrangements as a pos sible aid to stability; and ( 5 ) Apply mini
mum .support prices for hogs as a means of easing hog production cycles.
In suxnma rizing the general value of the cobweb theorem applied

to recursive systems of equations, Waugh stated that 1 1 t he cobweb principle may well become one o! the most im.portant tool s , not only for
practical forecasting, but also for elastic economic theor y: '

6O

The objectives of this study have been fulfilled by providing a
revised model which reasonably explains the n1ajor sources of variations in the hog industry and which hope!ully lays the foundation for
future r e s earch.

59
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